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Abstract: We calculate the OS • I penguin diagram by represent log the 

Internal quark lines In the loop by bag «odel wave function*. Because of 

the Involved GIH-aechaniss) we keep only the lowest Internal quark aodcs 

in the loop, that Is with quark Mownta of order • and lower. Our 

result depends crulcally on the values of the strong coupling constant 

and on the quark energy of the bag aodel vavefunctions. With reasonable 

values of parameters, * - find contributions corresponding to effective 

penguin coefficients - 2 to 5 ti*;s the standard perturballvc ones. Thus 

the theoretical value for the ratio between Al - 1/2 and 41 = 3/2 

•mpliludes see»» to be iaproved. 
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I Introduction It bas be#n ergwd by Sbllswa. Vaiasfeteia aad 
Za»Jhtr»v (SVZ) f 11 that lb* penguin diagram caa espial*) lb» Al • 1/7 
IUIP IO noo-lentonir slraogenes* r banging (AS * I) decay» It i» ibere-
(>>»«• n«*rtr*»<i«y to deterttint tbe quantitative importance of ibis diagram. 
In a prrvivu» paper \l\ v» havj discussed the standard treatment 111 of 
Ihr pensum diagram. The effective Hamiltontan for ooo-leptooic OS * I 
decays is the sun of four-quark operators multiplied by coefficients 
containing the effects of bard gluons |l.3|. Tbe coefficients corre
sponding to non-penguin operators (• see Tig. I) contain leading loga
rithmic effects - teCfl'/M1) «neie u is tbe renoraalltatloo point and M 
(he V-mas*. The tutrix elements of tbe effective Has» 1 Ionian is of 
course independent of u, which is in principle arbitrary. However, 
using approximative Methods for calculating matrix elements of tbe 
involved (p-depeodeot) four quark operators, u is tn tbe standard 
•ipproach 11.3) rhosea to be sow typical hadronic suss < I GeV. Thus tbe 
standard approach |l,3| is aabiguious. Numerically, however, the coeffi
cients of non-penguin operators are not very sensitive for tbe specific 
rhoire of p, as long as p is of order I CeV. Turning to the penguin 
operators |l| this is not the case: Due to the Glii-mechanism |ft) the 
coefficients of penguin operators (- see Fig. 2) in the perturbalive 
approach |l| involve the dlfferer.ee of two leading logarithm's originat
ing from the u-quark and the c-quark loop, respectively 

For a quark mass m * 1.2 to 1.3 Get', the expression (I) is extremely 
sensitive to the choice of p, and for p - • this "leading logarithmic" 
expression for the penguin diagram is not valid [2,5]. Moreover, even 
within the SVZ approach [1| where p 2 << m 2 is assumed, the coeffi
cients C and C. corresponding to the penguin operators Q, and Q, 
are one or two orders of magnitude smaller than the coefficients of 
non-penguin operators |3|. It was, however, argued (l) that the matrix 
elements of the penguin operators - which correspond to pure AI = 1/2 
transition -are enhanced due to their chiral structure. But still it 
seems to be necessary to increase the penguin coefficients "by hand" by 
a factor of order 5 to explain the AI = 1/2 rule (6,7,8). An increase 
of this order would naively correspond to a renormalization mass p of 
order 10 MeV, which is completely unrealistic. Already at U = 400 MeV, 
say, some of the calculated effect could be part of the wave function. 
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therefore * perturballve QCO approach area» to break doum, i.e w arr 
in Ihe region where tbe quarks feel tbe coolineaeat, Tmns lor instaoc* 
ihe MT-bag model 19.101 could give a better description ol tbe penguin 
loop diagram than toe standard one |l| 

Coocrralng tbe matrix elements of penguin operator» for K * «n, II 
h<i» recently been poioled out |ll| that these does not satisfy tbr 
grnrr.il chiral and SU(3) properties. However, it baa very recently been 
shown |U) that these probleas can be solved by taking into account tbe 
momentum dependence of tbe matrix elements |I2| and tbe socalled ano
malous commutator terms |I2, 13, 14). Tbe analysis also shows that the 
importance of penguin operators are numerically reOuced |I2, 14, IS| 

The sensitivity of the specific choice of M described above, and 
the failure of the SVZ approach |l| to give a satisfactory numerical 
explanation of tbe Al • \ rule (6,7,8), motivates us to try another 
approach for the penguin diagram. In this paper we will describe the 
penguin diagram as a non-perturbatlve effect in the following sense: The 
qu.irks in the penguin loop (see Fig. 2b) will be described in terms of 
bag nodel wave functions. The penguin diagram will still be a u-quark 
loop minus a c-quark loop (4), and the amplitude can be written 

where T (T ) is the individual u(c) -quark loop amplitude corrcs-
sponding to Fig. 2. For quark loop nonenta p bigger than some mass «^ 
of order m we expect that perturbative QCD can be used, and we 
obtain contributions ~ fnOI2/**2) in the "leading logarithmic approxi
mation" (LLA), both for the u-quark and c-quark loops. (Moreover, we 
don't think it makes sense to use the bag model for higher modes with 
quarK energy-momenta which are clearly in the perturbative region). Thus, 
for quark momenta p :> m^ we expect that the contributions from the u-
and c-quark loops will roughly cancel each other, and that the total 
contribution is determined by quark momenta p < m^: 

Tp — TJ>ip%<*«•)= Xtpv/^-TI(&<***) (3) 

which corresponds to (1) in LLA. However, we will calculate the loop 
contributions T (p < m^) and T (p < m^) inside the bag where the 
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•luaras fe*l lb» ronfloesMrot . Mot* Mut if •»«•»., ikr wool» c-qwart 

loop contributions belong ta th» perturb*!Iv# region, «ad T, * T Cp «•#) 

l( should be eaptutiiød thai ia our approach there arv no rsplicite 

ppnguin operator» ac ia ref. I. Our effective Hani I Ionian is that of 

ref. ), with M * «* 

We expert that our bagaodel approach to the penguin loop diagram 

described above Is too idealised and stapl I fled to tell lb» «hole truth 

about the penguin effect, lut in this paper we will consentrate on the 

«win results of this approach. We intend to give a snre systeaaltr 

presentation of the details of this work coabioed with a discussion of 

various aspens of the penguin diagram In a later paper. 

?.-_ Penguin loop calculation. After a Fierz-transforaation (- assuming 

V to be heavy -) the penguin diagram will look like Fig. 2b. The ampli

tude for this diagram can be written: 

T =£<$&*** £U;»̂ > TPVj) AVsJD ,<« 
cf f a 

where g is the quark-gluon coupling. C„ and J (x;s*d) are the 

effective weak coupling and the transition current originating fro» the 

well-known effective Hamlltonian |3] acting at the upper vertex in 

Fig. 2b (space-time point x). A (y,q) is the standard "colour-electro-

magnetic" potential [10,16] due to the quark-gluon interaction (for 

quark flavour q = u,d,s) at the lower vertex in Fig. 2b. fr^(x.y) is 

the quark loop tensor calculated within the HIT bag model. The quanti

ties involved in eq. (6) will be explicitely given below: 

where G_ is the Fermi coupling constant, fl is the Cabibbo angle, and 

the coefficients C + contains the effect of hard gluons (3). Numeri

cally, C_ £ 2.5 and C + = 0.7, while the free field values are C. = 1. 

The (coloured) transition current in (4) is 

To calculate the loop diagrams for weak interactions inside the bag 
has recently also been suggested by Donoghue [8], whom 1 would 
like to thank for discussion at an early stage of this work. 
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«.horr l t CI - »5)/». ** ar* ««• SUO) Cell-rba* antrirr», aad •,!•,,) 

i* th» s(d) quark I laid. Tb» pot «al lal A* ia <*) kas taw lem |ll| 
o 

whrrc p • | X |- Toe quark loop tensor is 

whrcp S(x,y) is the quark propagator in tanas of bag stodeI wave func

tions 

aV ^ 

-a*-K»^cw^i 5* <9) 

i|)„ and ik. represent quark and antiquark (charge-conjugated) awdes 

respectively (The frequency factor e«p|-iLji I is included in «^(x)). 

N syabolizes sow specific «ode: IS..,, IP. / 2, 'Pi,,.
 2 Si/2' ••• i n t h c 

MIT-bag aodel. 

The aaplitude T in eq. (4) is the individual u-quark (T ) or 

c-quark (T ) loop aaplitude, and the penguin contribution (T„) is given 

by eq. (2). Both propagators S in eq. (8) are a sua over quark aodes N 

(see eq. 9). Thus (8) is a double sua over quark aodes N and N'. Froa 

the time integrations J/dx dy in eq. (4) we obtain a 6-fundi on 

expressing conservation of energy, and an energy denoainator (Eu* ^u<) 

(Note the relative + sign in the energy denoainator due to our particip

ant iparticle loop). N and N 1 represent internal quark aodes running 

at the right and left part of quark loop of Fig. 2b. Removing froa T 

2ni times the 6-function expressing energy conservation, we obtain the 

following T-matrix for K * IT transition of the following fora: 

«'f ,i'«-z;*-æ (10) 

where the U(N,N')'s contain the integrals over bag wave functions, 

and <A aA a> is the matrix element of \ a \ a in colour space, which is 

-8/3 for baryon to baryon and +16/3 for neson to aeson aatrix elements 

respectively. Moreover, ux, = REN> R being the bag radius. 
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For tivea M and W tn» U(M,a")'a ia CIO) raa be written a» a 
product ti « V V where l)_ and U are bat integrala over fd*g and 
fdJy_ respectively. Tbe U '* are integrals over product» oi (our 
tuppet and/or lover component) bag wave Inaction*. Tol* type of integral» 
•iluay» enter in standard calculations ol local four quark opeiator» ia 

>k weak decays |2,',I3,I7|, and tneir value» are typically of order 10* a 
Ce V 

The U '» a.-e integrals over a product of two bag aodel wave 
functions and the vector potential In eq. (7). Such integrals are involved 
in colour Magnetic splitting calculations |10,16,18,19| in hadron spectro
scopy. For the lowest lying bag modes they are typically of order 10 . 
Fron (10) we observe that our result depends rrulcally on o and tbe 
quark energy aodes E H • UL./R. Contributions f roa higher quark aodes in 
thr loop will be daaped by the factor (BL. * • _ • • ) " -

The aalrfx element of the penguin part of the effective Haalltonian 
u 

11̂  = C(CSQ. • <•<,%) ( o r • u e * k l»»»»lt'o« A » A" within the SVZ approach 
111 can be written 

<A'IH^iA>=C^^<A'lQ t|A> d i ) 

where 6 = V? C ps i n6 c cos6c and Qft = * dV uU>,* q A * q - (R s (1 • Yj)/2 is 
the right-handed projector in Dirac-space). The effective penguin coetfi-

p cient C is -8/3 C, + C, for baryon to baryon transitions and 
+16/3 C, + C, for meson to meson transitions. For K * n 

-V? <7f l Q t | K ' > = < 7 t * | Q f c | K ± > - o- + b . (i2) 

i<Jf|Q,,,K f l> = <#IQ H |K*> =-1(OL^I>) ( n ) 

where a and b are defined in ref. 17. H (AI=3/2) = £C,Q, is the part 
of the effective Hami tonian responsible for &I = 3/2 transitions. In 
the "bag penguin loop" approach chosen in this paper there is no penguin 

P P effective Hamiltonian H,, -» 8C ,,Q,. However, it is convenient to define W eff 6 
an "effective bag penguin loop coefficient" for th» weak transition A + 
A': 

r P , <A'lf|,IA> 
W ^ ) = 4<A'IQ,IA> 
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Jinlr that C , , t« .sli<<»rd i f t „ t» replaced by ttf,. l\,(fc»g) i t 

oi i»ut«r |>r»nria -Iri—i^i-iit, Klnlr ( h i * I» normally oat SkuppowwJ to b» 

ibr i w lor Mir »iat«Ur>l r! I n t i f f peuguin coefficient C . , | l | . 

t Variation ol t i i f «iron;; coupling. Calculating one-gluon exchange 

diagram lor «a»» «pt i t l tngs wi i l i in the FtlT-b*g Bodel, the fine i t rue-

turr constant u *"'/*« t» laken to be » 2.2 to ( I t the observed cuts 
' l l l l e r r i t . ru anuiig ui.lm.iiy hadroti» bui l t of Che lowest lying ' S . / 2 

quark Kudr» | IC| lut >j>> upi 1111 tig» aaong negative pari ty baryon» 

(onlauiii ig an • x. 11 rd I'-wave (IP or I f , , - , ) quark, the corresponding 

effective u M-ras to he MB.illnr | I 8 | . In fact, the best f i t glvei 

a - 0 . 7 It sh.ul.l also be noted that to f i t the 1 - A suss d l f -
8 
terence, the elfcclivc u has to be reduced froai tbe standard value 

s 
(~2.2, say) by roughly 2*)\ when unr gluon is emitted frosi an !*>..« 
s-quark node l-'Ol Thus one c m riot une the nastc a for all bag model 
ralcul.il lotiH. 

From [icj tin hjt ive l̂l'l' and the r (Mlorii.il izat Ion group equations the 
variation ol o titr. respect to the nomcnlua scale Q can be predic
ted. But a priori we cannot expect that this effective a can be used 
in bag model c a'(ul.it ions for the lowest light quark modes. But we 
expect that the iciii-ritM I i7al ion group formula for decrease in or with 
quark energy is mort* reliable lor higher modes. Moreover, when the gluon 
couples to A itdii'ici 'jiMrk mode, we expect the coupling constant to be 
much smaller th.in for the corresponding n-quark modes. For instance, in 
rharmonium drciys </ ~ 0.2 and ill the SVZ approach [1| a (m z) ~ 0.4. 
With the above 'omineuts in mind we have chosen some reasonable values 
of il for the lowest modes (N, N') in the penguin loop. These are 

given in table I together with the corresponding results. 
It should he noted that when a gluon is exchanged between two 

quark-gliiou vertices 1 and 2 wiln coupling g(l) and g(2), the effec
tive ii is taken lo be 

rr a« f lH«tt) f- -

One should note, however, that the authors of ref. 16 includes 
effects of the pion field outside the bag, and use Of = 1.55 
instead of 2.2 for ordinary non-excited hadrons. 

http://'llllerrit.ru
http://ui.lm.iiy
http://ralcul.il
http://Mlorii.il
http://ul.it
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<• Hatalt». Tb» contributions to C*..(iag) troa IB* I O U M I bag 

•odel andes are give* fa tablå I. T W total result for C.AM*%) depends 

oa the choice ol the sostn'us atal* a # dividing the perturball** sad tbe 

bag nodal region, especially when the variation of the flaw structure 

constant a described in section 3 In taken into account. Ibe lowest 

•odes give the aost sliable contribution. It should be noted that we 

only get non-zero contributions to the amplitude T «then Nth") »» an 

S-mode and N'(H) a P-mode. Thus the quark-ant iquark pair in toe penguin 

loop has positive parity and the bag stode I matrix elements (or arson to 

arson (- and siailsrly for baryon to baryon) weak transitions turns out 

to be parity conserving as usual |2,17,22). 

Our result is given io table I. a (H.N') is the strong floe atruc-

lure constant corresponding to the upper quark gluon vertex (al spsre-

lime point y) in Fig. 2. N,N' • IS..,, IP./, •••• denotes the various 

•odes for the quarks in the penguin loop. At the lower quark gluon 

vertex, the gluon couples to one of the valence quarks and a Is 

always a (IS...,IS..,). The effective a for the penguin diagram for 
s J/* I/* s p 

given N,N' is then given by eq. (IS). The contributions to C ..(Bag) 

due to the lowest nodet in the penguin loop are given in the table. Now, 

assume that m^ is chosen such that the whole c-quark loop contribution 

belongs to the perturbative region; i.e. the quark energy-momenta p 
satisfy p > m. and T_3 T (p.. < a*) (- see eq. 13)). Examining nuaeri-c *" w r u u w 

cally the u-quark energy-aoaenta for the HIT-bag, we find that we have 

to sua (N,N*) = (IS,IP), (1S.2P) and (2S.1P) nodes for the u-quark 

loop. Thus we obtain 

which is roughly three tiaes the standard perturbative result jl|. If a^ 

is increased such that the lowest (IS,IP) nodes for the c-quark Loop are 

included in the non-perturbative region, we also have to include (2S.2P) 

nodes for the u-quark loop. It is seen fron table I that the sua of 

these contributions roughly cancel due to the GIM-aechanisa (- see 

eq.(3)). Thus our result does not depend critically on a^. 

The value in (16) is possibly still not big enough to explain the 

AI = 1/2 rule. However, if the sinple HIT-version (9,10) of the bag 

model is modified, the quark energies tend to be smaller. Both in chiral 

bag models [23] and in the socalled LAPP-version [24] the quark energies 

are typically smaller by a factor -1.5, and we would expect to obtain a 
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<£ (kag) which if * lo i Mae* the aertarbatlv* ot |l| Arcordiag «O 
refk.7.8 this could br «Maga to rsplala ta» al « 1/2 ml» l o w w i , 
there are still sos» uocertaia poiats to consider. For lostaac» it lus 
been shown |I4) that astrix-»l»aoats of aoa-pragala operator» ol the 
e'lerlive Haalltoalaa H (1,3) «ro ovorost lasted la quark aodoit lo 
particular the aatrlu eleaent for Al • 3/2 la (13) is ov*r»stiaat«d to 
ba( «odel». Horc-over. using the soft •pion theorea to rotate <imlH IK> 
to <Jl|Hv|K>, the penguin operator Q- ia rqa, (II)-(I4) should be 
replaced by Q £ " • \ * Qj . whero Q ^ r ) is the local led anoaalou» 
roaautator tera 112,13,14]. (This Is oot the case for ooo-peogulB oper
ators of left-left type). This will effectively reduce (12) and enhance 
Ceff ( B** > i n ( U ) - < H o w e v e r ' t t o «bootutt value of <Jl|t |K> In (10) 
and (14) is still the ssae). 

We hsve used the stsndard value a • 2.2 for IS.., light quark 
•odes, with reasonable saaller vrlues for higher aodes (- see table I). 
Other bag acdels (25) use saaller a't (- and saaller R's). This will 

p " 
reduce the value of C ,,(Bag) and sake the explanation of the Al = 1/2 
rule in terns of our "bag-penguin" effect aore doubtful. 

5. Discussion. We hsve calculated penguin loop contributions which 
are non-perturbative - in the sense that the quark propagators takes 
into account confinement effects in teras of the bag aodel quark wave 
functions. We have defined a aoaentua scale a* of order a which 
divides the perturbative region and the non-perturbative region desrribed 
by bag model quark wave functions. Because of the involved GIM-aechanlsa 
[4], the perturbative contributions ~ £n(H2/a|) cancels in LLA. This 
strict division is of course soaewhat idealized, but because the lowest 
nodes gives the dominating contributions, we find our aethod reasonable. 
It should be noted that according to our philosophy, the top quark 
penguin loop contribution belongs to the perturbative region. But the 
sizeable logarithmic contribution ~ £n(a£/*|) is suppressed by addi
tional generalized Cabibbo factors. 

Qualitatively, we agree with SVZ [ll that the penguin diagram could 
hopefully explain the AI = % rule for K * Jtn decays. However, our 
procedure is different because we don't include the penguin four quark 
operators (Q and Q,) in the effectice Haniltonian. While a standard bag 
model calculation of K •* nn [7 13) based on the SVZ effective Hamil-
tonian [1] fails to give big enough enhanceaent of the penguin loop 
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contribution, it teems that our treatment based oa bag «odel loop* raa 
account for bigger peaguia contributions to At * 1/2 amplitude*. 
Concerning cblral properties, oar result does aol behave as the mwi»» 
of current quark «asses as la *ef. I. And snaraton dependence to ensure 
the correct Sll(J) and cbirai properties of tbe aaf>l nudes 111.141 can be 
implemented as in refs. 12,11. However, one should be careful at Ibis 
point because the standard MIT-bag aodel does not satisfy cbirai in
var tance. Further consents and details concerning Ibis point wilt be 
postponed io a later paper. 

Wise and witren |24| have shown that In ibe standard 5V2 approach 
to the penguin dlagraa, where a is regarded to be heavy, higher order 
gluon efferts do not spoil the one-gluon exchange SVZ result |l|. We 
have not explicitely considered bow swltigluon effects will mf lui tre 
our "bag-penguin" result. However, as in the rase of cbroaoaagnetir 
•ass-splitting interactions 110,11,13), we say expect that our "bag-
penguin" effect can be fairly well described as a one gluon exchange 
effect-

As explained in section 4, there are soar numerical uncertainties 
in the calculations of C e (Bag) as well as the AI = 3/2 amplitude. 
Moreover, our approach is siaplified and the final explanation could be 
an interplay of the aerhanisa proposed here and (- or overlap with -) 
those proposed in previous papers 11,27,28,29,30,31). However, despite 
the numerical uncertainties we think that the enh.inceaent of the long 
distance penguin amplitude obtained here is encouraging and hopefully 
indicates that we are on the right track of the explanation of the &I = 
1/2 rule. 

• * * * 

I would like to thank N. Bilic, C. Grunberg, B. Cuberina, T.H. Hancson, 
H. Hijgaasen, I. Picek and J. Wroldsen for useful comments. 
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I * 

Tabla I. CoairitMloaa ta tk* "alfaen»» bag øaagata looa" coaffirtaai 

c£ (tag) for tk# towaal oaark aedas (Tte H M I aiga OW le 

CIN is iacluoad) 

u-quark I c-qturk 

M H' »,(«.»•) <£«<«•»> •,(».«•) <£„(••«> 

l Sl/2 , S./2 
2.2 0 0.30 0 

, Sl/2 , Pl/2 
1.2 -0.26 0.27 t0.13 

, S./2 , P3/2 
1.2 -0.36 0.27 tO. 16 

2 Sl/2 , Pl/2 
1.0 -0.14 0.25 IO'3 

"1/2 I P3/2 
1.0 -0.05 0.25 

.3 
3*10 

, Sl/2 2 Pl/2 
1.0 -3x10° 0.25 0.02 

, Sl/2 2 P3/2 
1.0 -4«10"3 0.25 0.01 

2 Sl/2 2 Pl/2 
0.9 -0.12 0.22 0.06 

2 S./2 2 P3/2 0.9 -0.12 0.22 0.06 



li 

fiffa Captioaa 

Fit- I- fiy—aa diagraaa correipoadiag to tha affacliva 
•aailteaiaa of Raf. 3. 

a) Tha bara diagram. 
b) qco correclioa coataiotng - •a(H >/M t) affacta. 

Fig. 2. The peaguio loop diagraa. 
•) -for fiaita M. 
b) - Fiers-traaaforaed veriion for H * ». 
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